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Enclaves are the units of work used by all the “new” z/OS workloads.  

Enclaves can be dependent or independent. An independent enclave is a new work request 

completely separated from the creating and server address spaces in which it runs. A dependent 

enclave has, on the contrary, a strong relationship with the creating address space. 

In this paper the major differences between independent and dependent enclaves will be discussed 

showing how Websphere incoming requests can be classified in order to allow better control of 

application performance and resource usage. 

Starting from a real life experience of monitoring new web applications, some unexpected 

implications of the way Websphere uses enclaves will also be discussed. 
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1 A brief introduction to enclaves 
 

Enclaves are the building blocks used by all the new z/OS workloads such as DB2 queries coming 

from remote systems or web requests arriving to Websphere.  

 

Enclaves general characteristics are: 

� enclaves can be spread across multiple dispatchable units in multiple address spaces, even in 

multiple systems; 

� any number of tasks and SRBs can be grouped together in an enclave;  

� the address space creating the enclave is the owning address space 

� all the other address spaces where the enclave runs are the server address spaces 

 

There are two different enclave types: 

� Independent enclaves: each enclave represents a new transaction. It is classified into a service 

class when it’s created
1
. The classification happens in the owning address space. CPU service 

consumed by the enclave is accumulated in the SMF 30 record of the owning address space and 

in the SMF 72 record of  the enclave’s service class 

� Dependent Enclaves: each enclave represents an extension of the work running in the owning 

address space. A dependent enclave inherits its performance goal from the owning address 

space, and all CPU service consumed by the enclave is accumulated in the SMF 30 record and 

in the SMF 72 record of the owning address space.  

 

2 Workload classification in Websphere 
 

Work requests arriving to Websphere are normally assigned to an independent enclave created by 

the Websphere Application Server (WAS) Control Region, which acts as the owning address space, 

and classified depending on the WLM classification rules specified under the CB subsystem. 

 

Available qualifiers to classify Websphere work are: 

� Collection name – it is the WAS name 

� Subsystem instance – it is the WAS short name 

� Sysplex name – it is the Sysplex id 

� Transaction name – such as GET, POST, etc. 

� Userid – it is the Control Region RACF user 

� Transaction class – it is the class assigned to inbound HTTP, IIOP, and message-driven bean 

(MDB) work requests in WAS V6 based on the definitions specified in the “workload 

classification document”.
2
 

 

By coding a workload classification document you can classify different transaction classes and use 

this information in WLM.  A workload classification document file is an XML file.  

 

 

 

                                                
1
 Otherwise it will be assigned to the SYSOTHER service class and will run with a Discretionary goal.  

2 A “transaction class mapping file” was used in previous Websphere versions
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3 A real life experience 
 

To monitor new web applications in a development environment at a z/OS site, based on 

Websphere Application Servers (WAS) and DB2, we set a simple classification rule under the CB 

subsystem which assigned them to the same WLM service class. 

This simple definition allowed us to classify the web requests to a specific service class with a 

specific importance, goal and to control their performance and CPU usage.  

 

 
 

We also assigned the WAS Control and Servant regions to two different WLM service classes using 

the following definitions under the STC subsystem. 

These definitions allowed us to give a specific importance and goal to the regions when they have 

to run house keeping functions (the most important is the Garbage Collection inside the Servant 

Regions) and to account for their CPU usage. 

 
  Subsystem-Type  Xref  Notes  Options  Help                                

--------------------------------------------------------------------------  

                 Modify Rules for the Subsystem Type      Row 1 to 8 of 20  

Command ===> ____________________________________________ SCROLL ===> PAGE  

                                                                            

Subsystem Type . : STC           Fold qualifier names?   Y  (Y or N)        

Description  . . . STC classification rules                                 

                                                                            

Action codes:   A=After     C=Copy        M=Move     I=Insert rule          

                B=Before    D=Delete row  R=Repeat   IS=Insert Sub-rule     

                                                             More ===>      

          --------Qualifier--------               -------Class--------      

Action    Type       Name     Start                Service     Report       

                                         DEFAULTS: STCLOW      RSTCLOW      

 ____  1  TN         WASCTRL  ___                  SYSSTC      RWASCTRL     

 ____  1  TN         WASSERV  ___                  STCHIGH     RWASSERV 

  
 

After getting more information from the development team we decided to configure a workload 

classification document in Websphere in order to be able to have a more granular control on the 

specific applications. So we assigned the Application 1 requests to transaction class WASAPPL1 

and the Application 2 requests to transaction class WASAPPL2; then we used these transaction 

classes in WLM to divide the requests in two different service classes. 
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After activating the new WLM definitions we started to look at the ENC SDSF panel to check if the 

requests classification we designed was working properly. 

 

 
 

The first four enclaves were correctly classified but the last one was very surprising to us. Instead of 

CB its subsystem type (SSType) was STC and the service and report class were not related to our 

transaction class definitions as the other enclaves but to the servant region address space 

classification.  

 

Scrolling on the right we got other information. 

 

 
 

The first 4 enclaves were created by the WAS control region so WASCTRL was the owning 

address space (OwnerJob) while the last one was created by the WASSERV servant region. 

Scrolling again we finally got the reason for what we considered a strange behavior: the last enclave 

was a dependent enclave 
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Discussing with the development team, we discovered they were using DB2 Stored Procedures 

(STP). 

When a DB2 STP is invoked locally a dependent enclave, which inherits the WLM service and 

report class of the servant region address space, is created. 

 

This means that the DB2 STP called by both applications is not executed in the service classes we 

designed for them, but in the Servant Region service class. So we can not differentiate the priority 

of DB2 STP belonging to different applications.    

 

Looking at the service classes CPU usage
3
 we realized another undesired consequence of dependent 

enclaves.  

 

WAS CPU usage by Service Class
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All the CPU seconds used to run STP were accounted to the servant region together with the CPU 

used for house keeping functions. 

 

From the accounting point of view this introduced two different problems : 

� How to divide the STP productive work from the servant region house keeping overhead; 

� How to account for the STP CPU usage to the requesting applications. 

 

                                                
3
 Both GCP and zAAP seconds are included. 
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The SMF30DET
4
 field, provided in the SMF record 30 of the Servant Region address space, 

accumulates the CPU seconds used by dependent enclaves; it could be useful to solve the first 

problem.   

 

Another way to bypass the first problem could be by using the Type4  JDBC driver forcing 

Websphere to connect to DB2 through DDF. 

 

However to solve the second problem you have to classify the requests again in the DDF subsystem 

classification rules. 

 

A further possibility to solve both problems could be to integrate service class information with the 

one coming from DB2 accounting using the SMF 101 records. 

   

4 Conclusions 
 

Dependent and independent enclaves behave in a different way from many points of view. 

Having a clear understanding of their behavior is specifically required when you need to manage, 

monitor and account for Websphere applications. 

DB2 Stored Procedure called locally by web applications run as dependent enclaves at the same 

priority as the WAS Servant Region address space. Their performance and CPU usage are normally 

not distinguishable amongst the different applications using only WLM produced SMF records.  

In this paper we have suggested possible solutions to this problem but their feasibility has to be 

verified in each specific environment. 

                                                
4
 SMF30_ENCLAVE_TIME_ON_IFA has also  to be used to taking into account used zAAP seconds.   

 


